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Final Reflection

Over the course of class I learned a good amount and I also learned different ways to

write and how to comprehend certain texts and articles. I was also able to learn a lot about

myself as a reader and a writer. I learned that I can comprehend a lot about a story by reading it

but I do sometimes miss small details, therefore it usually requires me to read over the text in

certain key parts to really get the full understanding. I've also learned that once I read a text it's

easier for me to understand a text of a similar genre on the first reading of it. I have improved as

a writer because the assignments that we were given taught me certain methods of researching

and looking for articles to gain evidence. For example cross searching an author's name in order

to solidify their credibility in a certain field. Using and navigating a database and being able to

find specific articles using different cues and key words. Or just using Google but knowing what

to search and how to search it in order to get the most accurate result possible. All of these

things that I've learned from this class will really help and benefit me in my future because their

utility is very high and they are skills that will probably be pretty important moving forward in

my career. I believe that the ability to research with such accuracy or even greater accuracy

from the practices that we have learned here will be all but detrimental. I feel like these

practices that we were taught will definitely improve the quality of our work as well as the

credibility of the sources that we are able to provide and because of that our writing as well as

our reading will improve to Greater Heights. Before when we searched up articles it would

usually be via things like Google and search browsers of that sort so they may not have had the

best accuracy or even the right information but now  we can you use method like cross

searching to double-check if your articles every find on Google are viable and if the authors that

write them have good credit building behind them and then we can  deliver even more precise

reports, letters, articles, and journal entries or whatever we may be writing. We've also been

taught how to properly comprehend an article or text and break down what the author is trying

to say so we can provide even better analysis of whatever we may be reading, which then in

turn will also allow us to provide better reports as better writers and readers so I feel like what

we have learned here would definitely help us improve as writers and readers and has definitely

helped us improve as writers and readers. The methods we've learned in this class will also help

in our future assignments as we will be implementing these methods in order to provide the

Most accurate assignments because, we will always have to right at some point in college so

these methods that we have learned in this class will definitely help us along the line it will from

now on improve upon what we already have in our database of understanding. With what I've

learned in 1101 plus what I've learned in this class I feel like has given me a very solid



understanding of what's College English is supposed to be and what my writing is supposed to

be like and I've learned a lot from these classes so I would also like to say thank you because,

I'm not sure if I would have been able to gain these methods that are going to benefit me

greatly if I didn't take these classes.


